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Who we are 
• Our mission is to promote and advance 

the whole spectrum of pharmacology

• Global membership across 60+ countries

• 4000+ members from academia, industry, 

regulatory agencies and the health services

What we do

• Facilitate & promote research 

• Disseminate research through 

conferences, journals, policy and press

• Education and public engagement 

activities to increase awareness around 

pharmacology and best practices  



Introduction to our three journals

• British Journal of Pharmacology (BJP)

• British Journal of Clinical Pharmacology (BJCP)

• Pharmacology Research & Perspectives (PR&P)



Open science aligns with our mission to 

“widen participation in pharmacology 

and therapeutics to ensure a vibrant 

and diverse community and workforce” 

and has the potential to support the 

Society’s vision more broadly

BPS Council, March 2019



Open access makes up a small, but growing proportion of 
our published content
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Challenges for societies in an article-based economy

o Balancing charitable and commercial aims

o One size doesn’t fit all, even in a small portfolio

o Accurately scenario planning for a sustainable transition

o Diversifying revenue away from traditional 
subscription routes



How are we approaching these challenges 
within the BPS?

Proactively developing a tailored portfolio plan 
for a sustainable transition to open access:

Increasing high-quality submissions and 
publications within our journals

Engaging with open research best practice

Seeking ways to diversify revenue
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1. Increasing high-quality submissions and publications

Regional activity and promotion

➢Targeting high-growth areas supported by regional editors

➢Webinars/active commissioning/journal promotion

Targeted commissioning strategies

➢Themed issues, joint virtual issues, reviews

➢Focus on industry and regulatory bodies

Directly targeting high-quality and topical content

➢Conferences/symposia commissioning 

➢Aligning publications and policy work within the Society



2. Engaging with open research best practice

Enabling reproducibility and transparency

➢Published guidelines; negative findings

➢Updated data sharing policies

➢Supporting preprints through our journals

Equality, Diversity and Inclusion initiatives

➢Monitoring author diversity

➢ Increased transparency and diversity in editorial roles and recruitment

Maximizing peer review efforts

➢Refining cascade process between journals

➢Reviewer recognition



3. Seeking ways to diversify revenue

Within our journals

➢Exploring sponsorship opportunities and initiatives to attract industry 
papers

➢Reviewing non-subscription income streams

Within the Society more broadly

➢Research Dissemination Directorate

➢Partnerships

➢Developing new products and services

➢Content strategy and repackaging content 



Summary

• Journals and journal portfolios are unique. One size doesn’t 
fit all for making a transition to open access.

• Strategies for a transition need a balanced and 
in-depth knowledge of journals and their audiences.

• Societies are well placed to assess this because we are 
embedded within our communities

• Be open and think creatively around how to find this balance.


